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The various elements ofthe District's investments in infrastructure, connectivity, operating

systems, licenses, security and software are inextricably interwoven across a broad range of
operational and instructional programs. The impact is felt in every department and every

classroom daily. This report is designed to provide an insight into the complexity and utility of
technology services District-wide.

Organization

The District has developed a number of policies concerning appropriate usage and security of
its data systems Development of technology resources for instructional operational practice
evolves through several sources. Each building has a local technology committee and
representatives serve on the District Technology Committee. Each District-wide department

develops initiatives that must be reviewed by and coordinated through IT. Responsibility for

ongoing operating system support is often delegated to specific staff members who have high

levels of expertise as users and innovators. Certain systems are provided and maintained by
outside firms. Others, once purchased or licensed are supported in-house.

The IT department consists of seven staff members. Six provide technical support and one
person is responsible for student data management. The six staff members divide their time
between building support and District-wide responsibilities. Over the past decade supervision
has shifted from a Director of Technology to oversight through first the Superintendent and
then the Assistant Superintendent for Business. Beginning this year, Mr. Secaur has taken an

active role as part of our effort to focus on the integration of educational technology into
curriculum.

Maintenance and management of ongoing upgrades to the infrastructure that supports all
systems require both internal and external support. The District relies on Nassau BOCESfor

support on leasing of the dark fiber that connects all of our buildings and negotiated programs

for connection to the internet, data and telecommunication connectivity. Separate contracts
are awarded for engineering services and technical support both to maximize the service life of

systems and manage integration of new applications and devices into the existing ecosystem.



Servers

Internal Structure

Every major application used by the District is ultimately housed within a server or group of

servers. Originally servers were typically stand-alone computers, optimized for rapid data
transfer, housing program specific software, and capable of collecting and distributing

information as necessary. Today some applications require multiple servers. For example, the
hardware for the District voice over internet protocol (VOIP) telephone system consists of four
servers, two at WEC and two at HHS. Other applications no longer run on a separate physical
server, but operate as 'virtual' servers within specialized hardware.

Some servers are housed within the District. Presently there are more than seventy District
operated servers, whether operating as stand-alone, linked into groups or virtual. In addition

the District relies on servers operated by outside providers for many operations. Thus,

Westchester BOCESoperates the servers for the social studies program and an out of state
provider supports the teacher substitute service. Increasingly, outside providers no longer rely
on servers in a single location. Instead they rely on applications and distributed data storage

dispersed across many sites and large data centers, often referred to as cloud computing.

Getting information to and from remote locations requires data connectivity through internet
service providers (ISPs).

Connectivity

The District has elected to maintain private fiber optic cables to connect the various buildings.
The District currently has one major gateway connecting our District to the outside world

through a single station. With ever increasing reliance on systems technology in every facet of
school operations a connection places the District at risk. Either a cable failure within our

private network or failure at the telecom center linking us to the world can disrupt operations.
That is why the District is moving to install a second and separate fiber network within our
community and open a second gateway from another building to a different telecom center.

Funding was provided through the 2013 voter proposition to utilize Technology Reserve funds.
One further note: the District's network consists of dark fiber. Fiber optic cables transmit

information through pulses of laser generated light. Since the District operates the equipment

that converts the signals into light and decodes incoming signals, we 'light' the dark fiber
ourselves.

Connectivity within each building has also evolved. It has been fifteen years since almost every
room in every building was wired with CAT cable (standardized CATegory wire). Over time

much of the original cable was replaced, typically doubling the capacity and increasing the
maximum distance for a cable run each time. Today the fiber system is CAT 5 and CAT6. CAT 6



can handle up to a gigabyte of data (one billion bits -on/off impulses-at a time). With hundreds

of cables in each building, the District has built out multiple wiring closets in each school. Inside
the closets are racks filled with computer switches. Modern switches are computerized
systems, now remotely monitored and updated, that can handle the throughput from several
dozen devices, consolidating it in a manner where it can be translated back and routed to the
various servers. A typical wiring closet has multiple switches, and a battery back-up system.
Most have climate control to handle the build-up of heat. However, the updates to Wi-Fi mean
that many devices are no longer physically linked.

The District's first high capacity wireless system was installed at the High School coincident with

the start of the one to one tablet initiative. Each transceiver was individually positioned and
manually tuned to handle evolving needs. Now, wireless is available District-wide and is

monitored and controlled by a central system that can expand and restrict bandwidth to meet
the needs of students and staff, as necessary throughout the day.

Server Rooms

The server rooms are the hubs of District activity, distributing the information from thousands
of devicesacrossthe District and transmitting it to the servers, the virtual servers, the remote
serversor the cloud servers.This occurswhile traffic flows back to the student and staff users.
A visit to a server room reveals racksof devices,eachwith their own built in fans, connected by
thousands of carefully bundled color-coded cables. A careful look will also reveal other
hardware, including massstorage devices. The District stores almost 7 years of e-mail from
every user - even after user deletion. Also stored are the student, staff and administrative
information including databases, documents, photos and video. Not visible are all the systems
for back-up to data to other sites in the District or to remote locations.

Ongoing Support for Infrastructure

The complexity of the infrastructure is compounded by escalating demands for more, and more
complex, systemsand the expectation that the role of video will continue to grow. The usable
life of each piece of computer hardware has improved over time. But 'end-of-life' hasnow
evolved to represent the point at which a smart device will no longer be supported by the
manufacturer. Given that much of our infrastructure is now 'smart', meaning that it contains
its own processingequipment that must be regularly updated, obsolescence is a major concern
aswe need to continually increase throughput in respond to rising demand. To give an
example, replacement of all major switches, now over a 6-8 year span, carries an estimated
cost of just over $1,000,000. This does not include the servers, the storage, the fiber network,
the gatewaysto the outside, remotely handled operations, licenses,purchaseof software, or
backup! Nor does it reflect the equipment the userswork with day in and day out.



Applications

Computer applications range from universal impact to targeted systems for a limited number of
users.

The applications that impact almost all users:

• We are a Microsoft shop. There are lower cost options, each with their own benefits
and drawbacks. Key Microsoft applications include

o Active Directory: This system serves as a master control system. The domain
controller authenticates and authorizes all network users. It is used for assigning
and then enforcing the District security policies for every installed computer and

remotely installs and updates software.
o Exchange Server: Handles mail, calendars, contacts and related features.

Beginning with the 2010 edition, it provided enhanced archiving options
enabling the District to better manage individual storage of documents and files

• Scriptlogic: Remote network management software

o Outlook: The preferred operating system within exchange. In the summer of

2013 all high school students were transitioned over to a second system that
operates in parallel with the system for staff

o Office: A suite of tools including word processing, Excel, PowerPoint, One-note
for students and staff and a variety of additional office and student productivity
services.

o SQLserver: A relational database management system

• Web filters and firewalls
o The District is required under law, policy and regulations to enforce filtering tools

and extensive firewalls to block student and staff access to inappropriate sites
and protect the District from those seeking to steal data, and either impair

systems or takeover resources. The need to constantly balance between
appropriate needs and necessary protection makes this a difficult task.

o Also included within this category are e-mail filtering systems and special

safeguards for those seeking to connect to our systems through the Bring Your

Own Device

• Access applications
o Bradford: 'licensing' guests and regular users ofthe Wi-Fi system
o Citrix: Remote access
o Print server support: Enables both connection and monitoring usage of print via

dedicated printers and copiers



• Telephony

o Cisco voice over internet protocol

o Enterprise level management of smart phone access
• Specialized Applications:

o WinCap: Integrated financial system. Handles budget development and

administration, purchasing, accounting, payroll, and human resource functions
o WinSnap: Food service management system. Handles student accounts,

inventory, federal commodities and subsidy documentation and accounting
o Infinite Campus: Student data management system. Includes attendance, grade

reporting, parental access and related services

o IEPDirect: Management system for special education

o School Dude: Management systems for custodial/maintenance, use of facilities
and IT service

o Bold: Vote management system

o Transfinder: Database and management system for school transportation
o Minute Traq: Paperless meeting and archival platform for meetings of the

Board and committees

o My Learning Plan: Tracks in-service development and training, conference and
travel

• MLP OASYS: Teacher evaluation system
o ESchool Solutions - Smart Find Express: Substitute management system
o Search Soft: Employment application system
o School Wires: District website
o ConnectEd: Mass communication system

o Mandarin: Library management system
o RevTrak: Online payment system

o School Books: Integrated financial system for Extra-Classroom operations (all
schools)

o Scan Asset: Inventory system

o Security systems:

• Camera systems
• Passage Point: Visitor management system

• 911 support
• Employee Access

o Building Management systems:
• Johnson Controls, Metasys, Trane, Tracer Summit and Carrier systems



Program and service support

A partial listing includes:

• HHS 1:1 tablet initiative: Imaging, deployment, replacement, repairs and support
for students and staff

• Procurement and support:
o Hardware:

• Interactive white board deployment and maintenance
Desktop deployment and support
Tech lab support
New equipment evaluation
l-Pad and tablet program for Board and Administration
Printers
Systemshardware

•
•
•
•
•
•
• Repairs

o Software:
• Licensingof in-District and online programs

Educational software purchaseand deployment
Resolution of compatibility issuesboth for new integration of

•
•

programs and changesnecessitated asa result of software updates
o Cost-Benefit analysis:

• Ongoing evaluation of all user hardware
• Scheduled upgrades in lieu of replacement
• Replacement basedon obsolescenceor evolution of

instructional or administration requirements
• Ongoing review of in-house versus outsourced service,

support and hosting

long-Term Planning

While we pay careful attention of maintenance and updating the infrastructure, there is a need
to ensure that teachers better understand how to incorporate technical resources to support
and inform their practice both in the classroom and through communication with students and
parents. At the same time we recognize that certain technologies become obsolete just asnew
opportunities arise.

Researchwill continue on developing electronic portfolios reflect development acrossthe
grades,video capture and conferencing techniques, support for on-line learning and
opportunities for Districts to share resources.



The High School tablet program has continued to evolve and has become more affordable. We
want to maximize opportunities for students to safely use technology in class and at home.

The day of the formal computer lab for working with an entire class at a time is slowly passing.
And, at the same time, this is the year that we expect Bring Your Own Device options (BYOD) to

begin to transform learning opportunities in the classroom. Two art classes, one each at WMS
and HHS,will be experimenting with design using 3D printers next month with an eye to mixing
art and computer design to build up a head of STEAM. The experiments with I-Pads at the

elementary level will continue to be closely monitored as we work to improve access. We are

watching carefully as the Smart Board revolution is now evolving to the next stage, with
touchscreen LEDunits emerging to replace the high maintenance projectors and special boards.

Some experiments will fail. Applications and programs will disappear over time. Change will
continue to be a constant as we strive to prepare all our students to succeed in a technology
reliant world.

Respectfully submitted,

Peter Weber, Ed.D., Assistant Superintendent for Business
November 13, 2013


